JAMMIN CONCLUSIONS

1. **Restate the main idea as a question.**
   Was the Revolutionary War important?

2. **Summarize the main points.**
   The war was important because it helped America gain independence, democracy to grow, and British to lose power.

3. **End the story with a bang!**
   Let freedom ring!

4. **Explain the effect....what happens after or in the future!**
   America can now start developing their own government.

5. **Add something personal.**
   I thank the Patriots for my freedom of religion.

6. **Give advice.**
   Always stand up for what you believe in.

7. **Surprise the reader!**
   The British are back! (only to sign the Treaty of Paris)

8. **Tell the lesson.**
   Don’t forget that all men are created equal.

9. **Share your feelings or thoughts.**
   It is sad to know how many lives were lost.

10. **Provide a wish or hope.**
    I wish all people could avoid conflicts.